
PROJECT:   

Personal Game Logo  

& Game Label Logo 
  

      MMEEEETTSS  FFLLOORRIIDDAA  SSTTAANNDDAARRDDSS::        0011..00,,  0022..00,,  0033..00,,  0044..00,,  0088..00,,  0099..00,,  1100..00,,    1133..00,,  1122..00  

  

TASK:  
Using your own game idea as a basis, create a logo for this game. It will be used on packaging, posters, 
websites and the very first screen of your video game. Also, create a logo for your games label. What will 
it be called? Two logos – Your Game logo of the title and Your Game Label of the title. 
 

WORK FLOW: 

• Determine the concept of your game. Characters. Game play. Story. Theme. 

• Determine the concept of your game label logo. What kind of label is this? Specific genres? 

• Mind map your game. What does the name relate to or remind you of? What obvious connections? 

• Mind map your game label. What does the name relate to or remind you of? What obvious 
connections are there? 

• Do your research. Look up images of like type and style games.  

• What do you want your game to convey/? 

• What do you want your label to convey and how could you do that with your logo? 
 
 

OUTCOME:   

 Students use their design skills to use middle level sophistication tool and begin the first steps 
towards photo restoration.  

 Students become more familiar with the Adobe Photoshop toolsets and interface 
 

PRE-PRODUCTION   
Brainstorm and gather information related to your inspiration 

1. Gather high resolution photos. High dpi. Use LARGE image search 
2. Mind map your concepts 
3. Make a page with logo and color examples. 
4. Determine your color options or wants. 
5. Sketch. Sketch. Sketch. Minimum of five ideas for your game logo. 
6. Find out what a Favicon is and how best to create a Favicon 
 

PRODUCTION & POST PRODUCTION 
Create your artwork. 

1. Using Adobe Photoshop or Illustrator, use all the tools at your disposal to create your logos. 
2. Create a color, a black and white version and a Favicon. 
 

Prepare it for output and Turning It in 
3. Grab a COPY MERGED version of your PSD  / Layers file. Same as our last two projects, create a 

new file and paste a color version, a black and white version and favicon version.  
4. Below your logos, add a one paragraph description of your game and its gameplay / story and at least 

one paragraph on about your game label.  
*Bonus* Create a slogan for your company. 

5. Save it in a JPG file format, crop it and turn it in. Put your name and in the description line. 



 

Grading Rubric – 3 points each logo 
 

An A grade will look like: 3 points 

Your attention to detail is self evident. You followed the outline exactly as explained. You incorporated original 

thoughts and ideas and went above what was asked for. The artwork is personal, of your choice and of 

professional standards you set. 
 

A B grade will look like: 2.5 points 

Your attention to detail is evident in parts of your final. You followed the outline mostly as explained. You 

incorporated some original thoughts and ideas. Your idea and artwork is of professional standards, but has 

some room for revisions. Your letter may contain a few typos. 
 

A C grade will look like: 2 points 

Your attention to detail is evident in some of your final. You followed the outline mostly as explained, but are 

missing one or more key elements asked for. You incorporated a few original thoughts and ideas.   The artwork 

is of minimal professional standards, has some room for improvements and revisions and should be corrected 

before mailing. Your letter has spelling and punctuation errors that should also be looked at before mailing. 
 

 

A D grade will look like: 1 points 

Your attention to detail is evident in almost no part your final. You did not follow the outline as explained, and 

are missing more than one key elements asked for. There is no thought given to originality. It’s minimal or even 

too much. The artwork is not of professional standards yet and should be corrected if giving this to a client. 

Your letter has spelling and usage issues.  Maybe does not make much sense.  
 

A Failing grade will mean: 0 points 

The project is either not turned in, incomplete and there was no attention paid to the instructions provided. 

There is no thought given to originality. The artwork is not of professional standards. The idea most likely 

should have been abandoned in favor of another approach. 

 
 


